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Sammanfattning 
 
Uppsatsen handlar om hur människor uppfattar repetition i spel och hur gamla visuella regler 
kan hjälpa designers att göra rätt val när de skapar modulära objekt. Genom  att förstå 
sambanden mellan kontrast och affinitet i det visuella för att skapa ett intresse hos spelaren 
och förstå att detta finns innom många områden i de visuella reglerna så som, geometriksa 
former, siluetter och färg osv. Hur folk innom spel industrin går till väga för att skapa modulära 
objekt och samtidigt klarar av problemet med uppenbar repetition som kan göra att modellerna 
inte upplevs tråkiga och inte visuellt dynamiska. Och hur den modulära metoden kan göra det 
svårt att hålla uppe kreativiteten när man är bunden till vissa parametrar som modularitet 
kräver.  
 

 

Abstract 
 

The essay is about how people perceive repetition in games and how old visual 
rules can help designers make the right choice when they create modular objects. 
By understanding the relationships between contrast and affinity in the visual to 
create an interest for the player and understand that this exists in many areas of 
the visual rules such as geometric shapes, silhouettes and colors, etc. How people in 
the game industry approach creating modular objects while at the same time 
coping with the problem of obvious repetition which can make models seem boring 
and not visualy dynamic. And how the modular method can make it difficult to 
keep up the creativity when bound to certain parameters that modularity requires.  
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Dictionary  
 
Affinity- similarity, less visual intensity 

Art fatigue- tiredness in art, tiring art, worn out art 

Asset- 3D object that are available in production  

Brightness- Refers to saturation color 

Contrast- Greater visual intensity 

Footprint- Basically the grid a 3D program uses, and how much a modular asset takes from 
that grid. 

Modular- Reusable assets  

Harmony- relationship between two parts of an image. Describes color relationship and how 
visual arts require at least two colors to counter weight each other. harmonies comes from 
intervals, distances and contrast.,  

Lightness- Refers to the value of color  

Old masters of art/The great masters of art- The old historical painter and sculptors that 
trained in understanding the visual grammar for striking work of art. 

Repetition- multiple occurrences. 

Rhythm- Regular repetition, intervals of repeated elements in an image. regular, flowing, 
progressive, alternating, syncopated are various ways rhythm can be described. 

Thumbnailing- Making of small numerous small drawings to explore ideas.  

UDK- Unreal Development Kit, free edition of Unreal Engine 3 

UDN- Unreal Development Network 

Unit- what the grid are made of to create a length  

Unity- The quality of oneness. Repetition and harmony within an image. Unity must be 
balanced but shifted to make an image hols more interest. Are created by using design 
principles, singular vision and the artist. 

Variety- use of visual contrasts and conceptual elements in an unexpected way. because 
these breaks of  from the dominant visual aspect. The contrasting elements.  

Vertex painting- Adding RGB color value to vertex points to create multi-texturing, 
transparency, ambient occlusion, controlling blends between different textures etc. 

Visual Grammar-How to communicate without words and have rules so we can communicate 
visually.
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1 Preamble  
 
When immersing into a game you want to feel that the setting and the world is authentic. You 
want to be swept away in the scenery and explore the universe of where the game takes you. 
Whether you may enjoy the game or not depends on different things but a big factor is the 
scenery, the environment and how coherent it is. Also that it doesn’t feel rushed and repetitive. 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
This paper will be focusing on the use of modular assets and not letting them create “art 
fatigue” in level design, the lack of visual dynamic or less visual intensity also known as affinity. 
How basic visual communication can help your asset creation and placing them in context to 
each other in a level. It was essential to read literature on the subject regarding basic visual 
communication and how it works. And also look into different approaches of pipelines used by 
artists in the industry, so a better understanding of their processes and approaches could be 
done.Modular assets are already an essential method of creating environments in games. The 
uses of modular asset are benefiable to the performance and times saving of the way assets 
are created. But alongside the benefits there are some problems using modular assets 
regarding visual aesthetics of noticeable repetition.The resources used in this paper are 
literature, videos and online resources relevant to the subject and also a questionnaire that has 
it fundamentals in repetition of visuals in games and it is complemented by selected interviews 
of some of the subjects conducting the questionnaire. 
 

1.2 Background 
 
Modular assets are building blocks for some games environments and they have strict 
parameters to be able to fit together so that a few pieces can be reused over and over, create 
variety.In the game industry there are different reasons for using a modular approach and why 
you don’t use it. The whole process is used for an efficient workflow in level building or you 
take an approach in a different direction where the creation of a world that should have a lot of 
diversity is the main goal for the game. Finding the balance between modularity and having a 
creative mind it can be troublesome, to find the right path.That’s why it is interesting to go back 
to the basic knowledge of the great masters of art (The old historical painter and sculptors that 
trained in understanding the visual grammar for striking work of art) and implement what they 
know into real-time modular assets. The subject for this theisis was chosen because I want to 
evolve my skills in in real-time graphics and visual communication to take my own asset 
creation to the next level and how to be able to build levels that doesn’t have an eye-catching 
repetition that breaks the game’s credibility of its world wit re-used modular assets. 
 

1.3 Goal 
 
The goal of this paper are to research how the basics of visual communication can be used in 
modular assets creation that later on are going to be use in level building for games. This 
research will be a course of action to create a visually dynamic level design with a modular 
approach and assets that are going to be used repetitious over a level. Creating this thesis as a 
resource for students that want to work with modular assets and how to approach some visual 
difficulties and navigating them in the right direction for more visually appealing modular 
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assets.What the limitations are and what level of creativity can be applied to modular assets. 
Meaning how much you can experiment with modular assets when knowing the visual 
communication rules in this paper and hopefully making those who want to lern, become more 
innovative in their work. 
 

1.4 Problematization 
 
These questions are the issues that are going to be lifted up form different perspectives and 
hopefully be anwserd in this thesis and making these problems esier to deal with for the 
graphics artist. These questions were made for the research to evolve around because these 
were some of the factors that were seen as a problem with modular assets and repetition that’s 
why they were needed for this thesis to go through.    
 
What are the visual grammar rules that can be used in creating a dynamic asset for level 
design? 
How can you address your art lacking visual stimulation as a designer? 
How are repetition perceived of the spectator? 
What are the limitations of creativity when creating a modular asset? 
 

1.5 Delimitation 
 
The thesis will not go through all visual grammar rules that exist, because that would be far 
large of a task than needed and would probably end in as a book instead of a thesis. Also lines 
and composition is left out intentionally because they are more suitable in actual building up the 
levels in games and making the right positions of assets, this isn’t the purpose of this thesis. 
The paper are focusing on those visual grammar rules that can be a factor of creating the lack 
of visual dynamic or less visual intensity for modular assets and repetition beeing an issue.   
This thesis will not go through the evolution of modular assets and how they have evolved in 
the creation of games. And there will not be a tutorial step by step showing modular assets 
being produced, because that could be a further study on the subject when a entire game are 
created and a proper artbible are at hand.    

2 Theory 
 
The primary sources for this theory have been books, articles, websites, thesis and videos.  
When creating visual art in any medium there are a lot of things to have in regards and 
especially in video games and using some of the old visual rules could be a help in the creation 
process for making something that is pleasing for the player. Using the Visual tool of harmony 
and dissonance to spark an optical interest for the player and projecting the right emotion on to 
them by using the right shapes. Creating easily read asset by using tumbnailing method for the 
right silhouette and seeing the objects deeper structure. How repetition is rhythm and that it is 
both a positive and negative thing, regarding how it is used. When repetition is perceived as 
negative, how people in the industry proceed to overcome the issue of diminishing credibility of 
the game because of reusable assets. How to makes your asset have the right level of 
attention by using color, value, saturation and temperature. Unravel what aspects can be a 
factor of diminishing the credibility of a game using the modular approach, computer and 
human faults. And when creativity is haltered by technical difficulties and how too face them.  
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The old masters of art had their ways to “trick” the spectator to make them look at the object 
they wanted to be in focus and stir up specific emotions by color ,contrast, lines, light and 
shapes. There is a possibility to use these rules to shape a visually dynamic level of modular 
assets, because these guidelines are available for us. We just need to adapt them to the 
medium that is the 3D space in games.  
 
There has been a lot of research into the subject how individuals distinguish what is visually 
appealing and dynamic. Something that is hard to describe is rhythm, we acknowledge it most 
from music but there are also rhythm in paintings as well in games. Matt Kohr (2012) Talks in 
his video about “Principles of Design: Rhythm and Repetition how repetition are pleasing for 
the viewer and how more detail are done in the foreground and the background uses less 
information, but that our brains fills in the gaps where details should be. One important aspect 
that he shows in one of his videos how you can mirror shapes in your environment onto other 
object to create unity. Unity is when shapes are similar and creates harmony in a visual 
element, Peter Ward (2013, page 69) talks about how similar shapes are an efficient way of 
unifying an image to make it easy to read and understand.  
 
Matt Kohr (2012) also says that rhythm is a specific variation of repetition. And that we as 
human have a tendency to feel that equally spaced objects are abnormal and feels mechanical. 
Scale and placement of objects plays a big role in giving your composition variation and this is 
what creates rhythm. In a research done by Maura McDonall (2013) she explains rhythm by 
addressing it as music and how it has one rule and that is to repeat it selves’ regardless tempo. 
According to Ailbhe Keogan’s thesis (Page 6) the way forms are placed or color changes are 
interpreted as movement and rhythm in visual art. She also states that this has made rhythm 
an essential concept in visual aesthetics. Even though her thesis surrounds music and sound 
she points out that rhythm are often used to describe the way colors change, the way forms are 
organized. She has a written quote from Hans Richter (April 6, 1888 - February 1, 1976) which 
talks about his film “Rhythmus 21” 
 
"The Rhythm of a work is equal to the idea of the whole. Rhythm is the thing that informs ideas, 
that which runs through the whole: sense - principle, from which each individual work first gets 
its meaning. Rhythm is not definite, regular succession in time or space, but the unity binding 
all parts into a whole...Just as thought gives the value to an abstract work so rhythm gives a 

meaning to forms.” 
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Fig.1 

 
Fig.2 

 

 
Fig.3 

 
The figure 1. Above depicts how harmony and dissonance in shapes are created together.  
The figure 2. Above depicts how harmony in a painting.  
The figure 3. Above depicts how harmony in a game.  
 
Joel Burgess and Nate Purkeypile from Bethesda Game studios, talks about their approach to 
modularity in their presentation on GDC (Game Developers Conference, 2016) and how it has 
evolved into a kit-based system. They address their modular kits as LEGO pieces that work 
together as a system to create a whole modular piece. Kits are different parts that fit together 
and can be mixed with other parts to create “unique” environment areas in games.   
Also Kevin Johnstone says in his presentation on his personal website (2011), as an 
environment kit-artist “I make fancy pieces of LEGO for level designers”  
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Joel and Nate have found how something they call “art fatigue” diminishes the player’s 
experience. “Art fatigue” is when repetition of your modular assets are too noticeable and it 
breaks the realism of the game, in other hand if you take Super Mario as an example repetition 
is noticeable there but it’s a part of that world and it’s esthetics and becomes it’s reality. As 
Greuter and Nash (2014) concludes that all games doesn’t have problem with repetition 
because those games goals isn’t an attempt for realistic visual depiction.  
And Solarski under the passage about: Mind-map, research, and mood board (2012, page 193) 
says: 
 

“Your aim is to become an expert on a given subject so you can create believable characters 
and environments with a sense of authenticity” 

 

He also highlights the sense of how perfect computer works (2012, Page 208): 

  

“Computers make it very easy to create digital objects that are mathematically perfect. There’s a 

seductive quality to snapping a building into place using automated alignment tools. But much of what 

distinguishes reality from digital space is imperfection. With increasing age houses begin to sag, the 

roof tilts, and nature begins to reclaim the environment. It’s this sagging and sense of weight that is very 

interesting to game artists.” 

 
Knowing these things, that imperfection gives truthfulness to a game’s world. How are modular 
kits that must have specific rotation orders and measurements to align correctly not going to 
destroy that believability? Andres Rodriguez (2016) talks about seeing the whole and breaking 
down the desired look into layers so that your composition become attention-grabbing, working 
with large chunks down to the fine details.  
 

2.1 Working with shapes & silhouettes  
 
Jesse Schnell autor of The Art of Game Design (2008, page 348-349) talks about not only 
seeing the objects for what they are and how to really see their forms, proportions, colors, 
textures, shadows and many other attributes.How these parameters are working together with 
their surroundings. He says we easily put labels on items and that it is your left brain that is 
doing this and that it needs to take a break when creating art. Because the right brain is more 
creative and snaps up on details and we are able to see the depth of the objects. 
When working with shapes and 3D in games the outcome is that the assets are probably going 
to change their silhouettes regarding of the position of the player or camera. You have to see 
your objects as a whole from different angles. As Bruce Block (2008, page 37-38) talks about, 
when turning an object in space silhouettes changes he had a cup for example that makes a 
valid point on how different things can look. And this is something we need to address and 
think about when we create 3D objects. Solarski (2012, page 10-15 and 197) also discuss how 
important it is to have good knowledge in the old visual grammar tools and how vital it is to take 
advantage of the opportunity to evolve these skills with sketching or thumbnailing to get a quick 
impression of the visuals you are creating and how you can explore several visual ideas this 
way to guide you to create meaningful shapes.  
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Fig.4 

 
Shapes around the world have a way of communicating the same basics because most shapes 
can be found in nature. Angular shapes are something to be watchful of because they tend to 
be pointy and sharp. Where round shapes feel safe these insights are what we as human have 
encountered in real-life and have created experiences from. 
That first impression of shapes is very powerful especially in game art and are communicating 
the basic idea that the artist had. That’s why most characters have individuality in their 
silhouette and are easily read. So they won’t be mistaken for each other. Solarski (2012, page 
180, 194, 203) underlines that designs should be done in large shapes and not in details that 
would create cluttered and not so easily communicated to their audience. Even though he has 
the most focus on character design this is also adaptable in environment design according to 
him.  
 
Journey is an example for character and environment that are repeating each other’s shapes 
and it goes against all the fluffy feeling a round form would have created and uses pointed 
shapes to created contrast between the games different elements and makes the game 
interesting.  

 

2.2 Color: Value, saturation & temperature 
 
Colors have three components, value, saturation and temperature. Value is the lightest and 
darkest of a color also called Chroma. When you make a picture into grayscale you get the 
values specifically of each color. This becomes vital when these values are compared with their 
surroundings. Value creates three things, form, composition and focal point all of these create 
a mood. A bright color as yellow will look darker by holding up something that is brighter to it. A 
light shape against a dark ground catches the eye faster than if it would be dark. So knowing 
these values when it comes to composition placement of dark and lights are essential to create 
contrast that attracts the eye according to Chris Dorosz and JR Watson (2011, page 39-45). So 
bright, dark and saturated are only significant when matched with something different that is 
darker, brighter or less saturated. 
 
James Gurney explains in his book Color and Light (2010, page 104), limited pallets results in 
paintings that are more unified and harmonic. That more colors don’t make a better color 
scheme and can be confusing. Limited pallets are sufficient for almost any subject. He also 
says that the idea of warm and cool colors is all in our minds, but how color temperature effects 
on the viewer’s emotions are important to have in consideration when creating art. 
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2.3 Making modular assets seem non repetitive when reused 
 
Kits are used in modular sections to define areas in your game of specific modular assets. And 
to ease the workload for the designers and graphic artist, so that they know what area is 
supposed to go where in the game. As in the article “Skyrim’s Modular Approach to Level 
Design” by Joel Burgess and Nate Purkeypile (2013), discusses how they used “modular kits” 
for Skyrim and how that system was created and how it has changed their pipeline and evolved 
for especially for fallout 4’s level design that were released 4 years after Skyrim. They had a 
method where a base-kit was created and then sub-kits were done to spice up the level. They 
determined what kind of kits were needed for different areas in the game and sought that they 
were use the similar structure, like buildings are often built the same way. Their approach were 
to give different materials, textures to walls or floors to fool the player that they were 
experience a new setting but actually were reused modular assets. 
They also used kit-bashing which is a tactic where you mix your kits to make transitions 
between levels or just create a new look to a level. 
 
In Scott Jones paper about Investigation into modular design within computer games (2011, 
page 9-11). He taken the time to go through Epic Games UDK (Unreal Development Kit) and 
realized that Epic games overcomes the issue of reusing modular assets being too noticeable, 
by using unique characteristics in lighting, elevations, decals, props etc. to break up the 
repetition. He also writes shortly of how repeating an area in a game can confuse the player 
into thinking that a completely new section of the game has already been explored. He also 
talks about modularity having a positive byproduct, that asset may have their original use but 
the possibility for using them in areas that wasn’t the first intent. Giving the level designer more 
creativity because the assets are coherent in their designs thus easier to work with and 
combine.  
As Andres Rodriguez (2016) says in his article Making The Game World Come Alive, breaking 
up repetition are not always hard to achieve the solution could be simple as foliage, using 
decals or different shader techniques. And he says that when this doesn’t work he starts 
making variants of the modular pieces as giving them damaged areas. He also says that using 
the assets in unforeseen ways, makes the most of the modular asset.  
 

2.4 Analysis of what is a visually appealing modular asset 
 
Mateuz Piaskiewicz (2014) says in the document Composition in Level Design on Gamasutra: 
 

“Each and every graphic asset in your game bears a certain visual weight. That weight 
depends on each asset’s position on the canvas, its size, its contrast and luminosity… It relies 
on many factors. Overall, big, bright or colorful objects have a high weight, provided that they 

contrast with their surroundings. Such objects attract the eye. Bigger composition elements will 
get more attention and objects in similar height will make a clutter and chaotic scene.” 

 
Rodriguez (2016) says, all items placed in a scene add visual noise. He explains a solution for 
not to create a scene to seem cluttered and noisy by placing objects in groups and make small 
compositions, this makes a place for the eyes to rest according to him.   
So what weight should the modular pieces have? Nathan Lovato (2015) says that you have to 
comprehend hierarchy between different elements in the visual language when designing, to 
be able to give the object created the right visual weight. The attentions players are going to 
have are not supposed to be on the modular assets they are just there to building blocks for the 
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surroundings. The more intense visual stimulus the more extreme the viewer reacts states 
Block (2008, page 11). The assets are supposed to make the level feel truthful and keep the 
players busy solving the mission. Scott Jones (2011, Page 25) argues in his paper that 
repetition wouldn´t give a natural feel to a level and it could become dull, it would lose its visual 
appeal. The focus should be on the hero pieces that drives the story in the game. This doesn’t 
mean that the modular assets are always going to be plain. It’s the whole that are going to be 
the end result of a level, you have to have cognitive challenge and not overload or underwhelm  
the player with visual contrast Greuter and Nash (2014).  And the weight of objects are built 
upon on placement, size, contrast and luminosity according to Lovato (2015) knowing this you 
should be able to put your modular asset in the right amount of focus and placement in the 
hierarchy pyramid.  

 

2.5 What are the technical limitations of combinding artistic and modular? 
 
When creating modular assets there can be some issues when producing a game world out of 
them and not making it feel too mechanical or you get unwanted results. In this paragraph are 
some common issues and how people working with modular assets have solved them.  
  
Use the grid when constructing the modular assets regardless of scale. And stick to it because 
if you start shifting and tinkering with the grid, eventually you will end up with gaps and other 
problems later on in the development. As Lin et al. (Demiurge Studios) lifts up as an issue on 
Unreal engine’s UDN.(n.d.). 
 
Former employee of Epic games Lee Perry says in the article Modular Level and Component 
Design (2002): 
 
“Grids may fluctuate wildly between engines and projects, but whatever system you decide on, 

stick to it religiously, and always use even divisions of that grid when working on smaller 
components. If your system dictates that a generic wall be 256 units tall, try to keep smaller 

details at 128 units, or 64 units, and so on.” 
 

One thing people tend to have problem with are odd angles and Aidy Burrows (2014) 
addresses this matter using mathematics to get a better understanding of creating 45 degrees 
walls using Pythagoras theorem to get the hypotenuse (fig5 C is the hypotenuse). Sometimes 
your mathematical skills may be the hinder. And he says that in his video on CG Masters 
channel that you may need to use several pieces to hit the right grid point to stay in the 
footprint and not create holes. Or you need to create a unique 45 degree object if you want it to 
stay in the limit of the hypotenuse.  

 

Fig.5 
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This is also important when you have to have in calculations of how far your character can leap 
or how tall they are so that the asset doesn’t become ridiculous. This also applies on assets 
you are going to connect on the height too so you avoid unwanted holes. Regarding 
production, it is much easier to fix some tiling problems along the way that are making huge 
problems than creating a game containing only of custom assets to cover all these issues. 
When Andres Rodriguez (2016) uses his modular approach he says that it makes him have 
fewer pieces to work on and he can iterate these pieces more and polish them faster than 
without modularity. Raph Koster (2014. Page 118) recommends adding new patterns over time 
so that the player keeps busy, because when the player can predict the pattern they get bored. 

 

2.6 Different approaches by people in the industry for creating modular 
assets 

 
There are different methods when creating your assets and assemble them in the level, but 
they are alike with small differences when manually creating modular assets. And their creation 
depends on how the person playing the game is going to see the objects, bird eye or first 
person etc.   
 
Like procedural method where you have an algorithm that creates your environment, foliage 
etc. according to Nash and Greuter (2014) get a lot of criticism because of the soullessness. 
No Man’s Sky is one example that got a lot of disapproval not only of the world’s environment 
though. Using the procedural method as filler for the in-betweens to make a lusher game world 
can be one way. 
 
Tor Frick (2013) shows his method in his masterclass video on Eat3D, he starts out blocking in 
a large portion of the scene he is going to work on then he exports this to the 3D application 
where he does his modeling to see which bits he can make into modular parts. And he uses a 
lot of vertex painting to create interesting variations between texture sets to make all the 
prefabricated parts look different. He also blends a lot of different textures together.   
 
Andres Rodriguez (2016) says working with a modular environment that has architecture in it 
has its advantages since construction have a natural rhythm and repetition. He starts out by 
copying a few of parts to get feeling of the environment that he is going to create. Here he can 
see what shapes are missing if they are according to him, and what additional assets he needs 
to create.  
 
David Lesperance (2012) talks in his video about environment sculpting how to make your 
modular pieces not be detected as duplicates with camera projection, UV offset, or shifting 
lighting and shadow. David says that even though objects are far away doesn’t mean that they 
shouldn’t have some detail because a bevel can make the light bounce in such a different way 
than with a hard edge.  

3 Method 
 
The research strategy will focus on qualitative research in order to gain deeper understanding 
of how the player perceives a games asset when it is repetitive in different ways. With semi 
structured interviews focusing on visual elements so that the viewer’s perception can be 
documented, in this order to receive as much information as possible. There will be a 
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questionnaire done alongside the interview that will give more data. The respondents that are 
going to be used in this study will be those that are relevant to the subject and have a history of 
playing video games. The respondents group will be about a handful of people. And the 
questionnaire will have its base in visual stimulus and repetition. The questionnaire is done 
because there weren’t much substaincial facts about repetition being an issue. There were 
rather facts from people writing in forums and commenting on game reviws about repetition 
being negative. That’s why the questionare was needed to add more tangible evidence of 
repetition being an issue in games.   
 
And further literature studies that will have its base in visual communication, psychology that 
has focused on how human interpret repetition, colors and shapes. The choice of methods is 
based upon that these are the possible to conduct together to get most information and 
accuracy. 

3.1 The questionnaire  
 
The survey was based upon how the player/respondent would feel about different modular 
elements from games, comparing pictures and giving their statement why they would prefer 
one picture over the other. The game art could be as simple as a wall that had same holes that 
would be filled in with different bricks in an attempt to break repetition. By using decals, dirt or 
cracks and comparing different lighting of a modular corridor which can be shown in the 
appendices of the questionnaire. They were also given question around and about repetition in 
games to ponder about and how they feel about recurring assets. There were also given a task 
to calculate how much repetition occurred in one image for the sake of understanding if we 
comprehend repetition similar or not.   

 

3.2 How much creativity can you have in a modular asset?  
 
 Lin et al. (DemiurgeStudios) says in a humoristic (n.d.): 

 
“Developers on some projects may see the word “modular” and panic. Initially, old-school, 
graph-paperdesigned Dungeons & Dragons levels come to mind. Ninety-degree hallway 

corners and evenly spaced doorways creep into their nightmares” 
 
This isn’t necessary the way things plan out in a modular approach with all the ninety-degree 
hallways and no soul to the game, just take a look at Fig6. (Uncharted 4 environment by 
Andreas Rodriguez (2016) and others that made the game) By using different packages of 
assets and mixing them with textures and alphas etc. creating broken parts and dirt for a more 
realistic non-repetitive feel to the game are achieved. 
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Fig.6 

 
According to Epic Games UDN Using Workflow Techniques and Modularity Lin et al. (n.d.) and 
Lee Perry (2002), modularity have great benefits when creating larger scale worlds can be put 
together faster than making individual pieces for every area. The artist working on the game 
can focus on the hero pieces more when other assets line up and are coherent in their textures 
and snap together correctly.Tthe artist doesn’t have to start fixing everything so that assets 
work together making it easier for the level designer to build areas etc. But in other hand if you 
have a single area/room they state that a non-modular way could be much faster. The pointers 
Epic Game are giving is that the asset that are going to be most worked and refined are those 
that are going to draw the most focus in the game. They also say that complex geometry can 
be achieved if the project allows it and try to have more than one purpose in mind for your 
asset.  

 

3.3 How does the modular approach afflict the artistic creativity? 
 
Aidy Burrows (2014) says that there can be a limitation when only using modular assets and 
that they can create a boxy feel to the level or game, ending up in an unnatural impression at 
the player. The artistic creativity can be affected in the way of feeling limited to the grid and not 
appreciate what it can simplify and make easier for the artist, as an example the smallest 
component in the modular assets could be the tiniest piece that the character can stand on. 
And this is something known thanks to using the modular approach. The loss of creativeness 
can be because the artist are only seeing the parameters to work after and not being able to go 
the whole hog with theri asset. So perhaps stoping and think about the asset and what its 
purpose is could be at help. It’s possible that it has to be rethinked and done as original piece 
for the game. There could be a mental or emotional block as Mark McGuinness (n.d.) explains 
in his web article and the solution according to him is to question the expectations and 
embrace another angle on the issue or get a different point of view from somebody. Facing the 
unfamiliar could be fulfilling even if it is scary sometimes, just by trying something new out 
there could be a spark that innovates the creativity. 
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4 Empirical Background Information 
 
The respondents of the questionnaire comprehend repetition in different ways and how much 
they annoy them, but overall they like to see more variation in textures and models. They need 
more visual motivation because they find obvious tiling bad and flat lighting that show repetition 
boring and hard to look at. And 81.8 percent of the participants have been annoyed by 
repeating environment in games. How important that repetition doesn’t show vary but 36.4 
percent find it very important and 45.5 percent find it moderate of essential (Shown in figure 7), 
but 54 percent find it very distracting when it occurs in games (shown in figure 8). The 
interesting thing is that they were pretty accepting of repeating assets as long as there was a 
purpose for the object. The interview done on some of the participants didn’t give anything else 
than what the questionnaire did because the questionare was formed that way to give longer 
answers and more thoughtfulness at the respondants awnsers.  
 

 
Fig .7 

 

 
Fig. 8 

 

4.1 What makes a good asset? 
 
First of all a decision regarding the key modular assets are needed to be done and what their 
purposes are. These key assets are the foundation of the environment where the players are 
going to spend a lot of time. So careful planning is needed so that repetition of assets isn’t 
going to diminish the game’s credibility. Considering creating pieces that work as transitions 
between environments (kit-bashing) for a smother switch between ares can be good to have in 
mind. Regarding the purposes of the Modular assets a good thing to contemplate about is to 
have a wide view on the subject and thinking of multiple functions for the modular pieces, for 
example instead of creating a corridor separate it into walls, ceiling and floors and make them 
snap together thus the making of other corridors with the same assets but with different texture 
maps are possible. This brings flexibility to the work as for example cave ceilings can be used 
as floors. Try creating assets that work horizontally and vertically for more flexibility. This is a 
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major factor that Epic Games (Copyright 2001-2012): lifts up when starting asset creation. In 
their UDN they also talk about making accessories in the game being modular to the next level, 
if it´s possible. They talk about separating statues in different parts, heads and torsos etc. so 
mixing different parts with other statues are possible, to get unique variations. The possibility to 
use this technique when creating other assets than statues is also possible, if the right mindset 
is used witha lot of thinking before starting with the crafting of the modeling. Planning is the key 
when creating useful and good assets making sure that the geometry can be mirrored correctly 
and favorable on many axes if conceivably. 
 
Epic’s UDN Lin et al. (n.d.): 
 

"When making modular parts, a nice trick to help speed up the workflow process is to make 
subtle variations on designs, whether they are in the model or the texture"  

5 Analysis 
 
Melissa L. et al. (2011) states in their article that creativity has been defined as the artifact of 
innovative and treasured ideas, products or methods by a single person or group. And that 
creativity is valuable and novel when the right significant spectator is seeing the creation. 
Something has value when expectations of contribution are met by reaching the goals of the 
relevant association. And that in the creative arts industry originality takes more space than 
value. For some individuals you have to choose either when creating modular assets and it can 
be as Aaron Garbut (2013) says in the article on buzzfeed about Grand Theft Auto V that 
handcrafting every single piece of asset, added to players being captivated in the game 
because they are stimulated by always seeing new things. Lesser repetition could result in 
better levels of realism the downside is that the development budget skyrocket for anyone 
investing in such a game and the time going into such a project would be tedious as Wages 
Richard, Stefan M. Grünvogel and Benno Grüntzmacher (2004) talks about in their paper.  
 
It is apperant that the respondents for the questionnaire accepted some level of repetition gives 
the impression that it is okay to use a modular approach if you don’t make it too obvious with 
hard edges and boxy feel to it. There is needed to add other objects to fill the level with life.    
As Chris Solarski (2012 page 10) states that the success of the artwork depends on the same 
visual grammar. And that these guides have evolved over hundreds of years. Studying the 
basic elements in creating visual art the artist should have a large backpack with them when 
create environment art for game and building levels. When creating modular assets it is helpful 
to have the big picture before starting. Understanding how the shapes are working together by 
thumbnailing etc.  
 
As the game analytics staff Nathan Lovato (2015) says on their blog:  
 

“Clear compositions boil down to a correct use of the principles of design. There are more or 
less 6: scale and Proportion, Repetition and Contrast, Balance, Emphasis, Hierarchy and 

Harmony or Unity. It is interesting to understand them all. Each principle offers you powerful 
lenses to analyze your creations bit by bit, and improve them.” 

 
As Scott Jones (2011, Page 10) propose to use height differences to make the player feel that 
they have entered a new place or just change the light settings to brighter or darker even 
though the assets are the same, can create a new impression of them. Subtle changes in 
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textures for variations without the need to create new models would make the lacking of visual 
stimulus better.  
This was also a prominent factor in the questionnaire participants, that small changes to 
repeating assets made them accept them more.   

 
 

5.1 Art lacking visual stimulus 
 
“Art fatigue” is when the art is getting worn-out, the world’s where the games are unfolded are lacking 
visual dynamic and aren’t fooling the player that they are in a unique place. The visual impact isn’t 
enough to persuade the player and the game becomes dull and anticipated. Regarding games 
modularity they are about creating asset that can be repeatedly used with them selves or other assets. 
Re-using the assets means that only one asset could create one environment but this would not be 
regarded as visually appealing.  As Dr. Stefan Greuter and Dr. Adam Nash (2014) says that some 
extent of repetition is accepted by the player, but with the technology giving the possibility to use more 
detail the repetition gets more noticeable. They also say that they believe that it is when the technology 
behind the game are revealed in repetition of assets, that this lowers the intensity of the experience for 
the player. In their paper they talk about the real world being a better stimulus for us humans than 
games since they are just concepts and bits of the real world, they follow predictable patterns when the 
real thing have countless complex new forms.This is what makes “art fatigue” so hard to overcome. 
Because people relate to the real world and in the real world objects rarely repeat themselves in the 
exact matter, that’s why players can discard games because they are deviations from the realism and 
the artificial stimuli are not enough because of the repetition that the player are visually seeing with their 
eyes. 
 
Nathan Lovato (2015) stresses that appealing doesn’t mean massive detailing on your 3D models, the 
visuals can be clean and humble and attract people’s attention. A successful asset has a strong 
silhouette and color to attract the eye. As The Visual Story author Block (2008, Page 109) discusses 
that the whole world has millions of objects and their own unique shape. And by breaking these objects 
down to basic shapes, circle, square or triangle we get their original form. This is done by making the 
objects to silhouettes and analyzing what forms are visible. Even light and shadow play a part because 
it is in the midtones where the most details are going to be visible. When it´s too bright or too dark you 
don’t see much detail at all so keeping this in mind when making modular assets so that the focus are 
going to be at the right object. Contrast and affinity as a main core, just take a look at fig10 from Bruce 
Blocks (2008, page10) book, how he depicts affinity when the tones are too similar in both too dark and 
too bright tones. There are no contrasts that make the pictures have visually intensity and make them 
dull.  
 
Even Light and shadow can break apart repetition being too visible as Scott Jones (2011) showed in his 
research. Figure 9 shows the difference in lighting from his paper. It has been made a more visually 
interesting piece by adding contrast to the corridor to the left then rater the right which has too much 
affinity. As also the respondent in the survey added that the lighting in the left picture had more 
character and were more interesting to look at.   
 

 
 Fig. 9 

 
 Fig. 9 
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Fig. 9 
 

 
Fig.10 

 
There are a lot of grammar rules that you can follow to get great result in your modular assets 
and some of them are here in this thesis for the taking.  

 

5.2 Pondering about Basic shapes & colors  
 
If there is an asset where the silhouette isn’t communicating what it is correctly, the outcome is 
that it probably not going to work. The silhouette is supposed to answer the players question 
fast, dangerous or non-dangerous, also if the object is part of an interactive element or just a 
background. To be able to read a silhouette there is needed a negative pace around that 
object. The negative space is the area around the asset that is nothingness or has another 
color then the modular asset. 
 

 
Fig.11 
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These cool colors in figure 11 make you think about winter, night, shadow and the blue color 
suggests something calm and resting. And the warm make you think about fire, spices and 
blood the energy that these color provide the viewer with is passion. Orange and yellow are 
short lived colors that come in intervals in nature example sunsets or fall. So knowing that we 
as humans have the perception of colors this way the artist can create emotions just by 
associations by a color that the viewer make. Researching how to think about colors regarding 
assets should make the artist have good knowledge in how important the modular asset are 
going to be because it probably shouldn’t exceed the main character and not the interactive 
assets either. If humans react strongly to full and bright colors they should be added on objects 
or characters that you want to draw the eye to of the player. Modular asset should probably 
stay away from these colors that create strong emotions and who are eye-catching because 
that would make the objects feel repetitive when being used over and over throughout a game 
because they would be noticed faster. 

 

5.3 When is it appropriate to use modular assets? 
 
First that is need is to decide how much of the modular workflow are going to use and need in 
the game, an assessment of the scale of the project. Like the documentation at Epic Games 
(Copyright 2001-2012) says that it can be determined by the environment your player are going 
to be in. If it is larger areas the approach would be to break it down in portions of geometry that 
defines certain areas as for example city blocks. Evaluate and get an understanding if it is 
appropriate to make a new kit or not for that specific area.  
 
Epic games Unreal UDN (Lin et al. (n.d.)) games say:  
 
"If you are just making one room, then a non-modular room may be much faster to create than 

making separate pieces". 
 

So the key is to use it when it is easier than creating a new unique object and the area aren’t 
needed to have a unique feeling to it. The issue here is that if you get levels consisting of 
hundreds of a room that uses the same modular pieces the originality and uniqueness are lost. 
If there are smaller amount of rooms that are part of one level or similarity are used throughout 
the game modularity could be an option. To spice up the modular assets the use of non-
modular assets can give variation to the rooms. A more complex and finer detail of work would 
be done in a more cramped space. Pipes for example that twist and turn are a more complex 
example that need to be able to fit and work around each other thet create more layers of 
components.There is also the amount of time the players are going to spend in the area to take 
in count, as in a car game where the speed takes away your focus on the surrounding the 
modular approach would be a way to go so you can build levels fast.  
 
From Unreal Engines UDN on Using Workflow Techniques and Modularity (Lin et al (n.d.)): 
 

“If you'll be spending a lot of time in an environment, then a smaller scale of modularity with 
more complicated pieces is called for. For comparison, imagine a town that one would fly over 
in a helicopter, as opposed to the interior of a spaceship that you wander about it. In both of 

these cases, the use of modular meshes can speed up the development of a game 
considerably.” 
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6 Discussion 
 
As in the article on Gamasutra (2012) I agree on that we discover repetition more often when 
it’s not good than when it´s great and fills a world without us spotting it and annoying us. 
Because it makes us feel that the creator’s haven´t given the right amount of effort in their 
creation and just doesn’t care. Also we as human want to order things with equal placement 
and this makes organic objects look repetitive and you have to give your modular assets the 
sense of that they have been exposed to nature example of this is sagging of buildings, 
erosion, foliage etc. 
 
And when the modular pieces fails and become visible for the player, there might have to be a 
troubleshooting to find out what is causing the modularity to be bad so the artist can address it. 
Maybe it’s the placement or the design in itself, scale or something else. We are kind of 
accepting of repetition in games just because they are the medium of games but sometimes 
they don’t give us the visual appeal we want. And it’s hard to please all the people in the crowd 
and we might have to be content with satisfying them moderately and getting away with some 
repetition. As also the participant of the questionnaire showed in their answers and final 
statistics when combined.  
 
The goal isn’t to create a realistic space in games but rather an expressional one that projects 
emotions onto the player. And if the repetition is too noticeable and everything is the same 
aren’t the same feelings projected onto the player? Maybe this is the artist goal, but there are 
bound not to be any variations in the game and the player will lose its interest. As quick as a 
person loses interest they can snap up on repetition in games so having good knowledge of 
how often one of the modular assets are going to be used are important. Because the artist 
may want to hold of creating too much detail on a modular object that are going to be used 
frequently in a level because small repetitions as broken edges, cracks, patterns etc. can be 
noticed fast if to distinct, concluding that obvious tiling isn’t good for modular assets in a level 
as also the respondent in the questionnaire noticed. Going back to initial research state and 
knowing that a strong composition guides the player’s eye to the object that matter. The artist 
should be able to create a path for the player to follow and not notice repetition because their 
focus should be elsewhere and not on the modular assets. In all it is simpler to know when not 
to use modularity, because the advantages of using modular approach are more dominating 
rather than the disadvantages of using it having the upper hand in the project. Time and money 
are primary factors here also when choosing the right approach. Some more thoughtfulness to 
the interview part should have been done for more data raher than the same as the 
questionnaire, but the qoestionarie showd what was needed and that was that repetition of 
modular assets can be a problem so maby a interview weren’t needed in the first part. Further 
research could be creating two levels consisting of one modular approach and the other one 
created only by unique objects and getting some participants to play and walk through the level 
and making them compare them to each other, by their experience in the levels.  

7 Conclusion 
 
By Using the questionnaire and interviews provides a perspective of the player’s view of a 
game and how much repetition and what kind of repetition is allowed until its noticeable are 
given to a certain degree. And thatr repetition is a nuisance for the players experience and 
creating “art fatigue”. It’s hard to pinpoint exactly what level of repetition is bad because from 
the empiric research it shows that repetition are comprehended differently and that some 
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people are more picky than others. When it comes to architecture they are more forgiving of 
repetition then in the more organic forms. But an overall result would be that repetition is a 
problem for games that use modular assets when 81.8 percent of the participants of the 
questionnaire have some time in their gaming experience been annoyed by it.  
 
A clear and easily read modular asset comes down to the use of the principles of design, 
understanding how to use the right balance of contrast and affinity in all aspect. This will make 
the most of the modular asset created and put them in the finishing product, the game. An 
understanding of how important the modular assets are going to be in the game are needed so 
that the right visual stimuli for the piece are added and do not exceed the primary object of the 
hierarchy in the game. And this is according to all those visual laws that existing being 
compared to each other. When breaking apart the modularity and not using the parameters 
provided at a certain point the artist doing this have to realize the consequences that this can 
create gaps that have to be filled someway later on. And breaking some visual aspects may 
overload the gamer with impressions so that they get tired of looking at the artist’s art or they 
get bored because there is not enough contrast in the graphic arts. 
If the art is lacking visual interest the first thing to reflect about is why it is lacking importance. 
The need to compare the modular asset to all the visual rules to see if something has been 
missed of importance and if so adding or subtract if needed, regarding what is at miss. There 
are a lot of factors that can make art being perceived as boring. But maybe the art created is 
good as a modular piece but the needs to use other art for making it have the right interest for 
the viewer in the level like foliage, cracks, props, decals etc. could be the right tactic for more 
visual interest. And sometimes the modular piece produced could actually been better off as a 
unique object because it can be too hard to create as a modular thing out of everything and it 
takes too much time when using a modular approach creating it for the project. When beeing 
limited by using specific unit measurements for making modular pieces, this can also be a 
factor of producing a sole item instead of a modular one when needed.  When crafting modular 
objects the modular assets cannot just be anything, they need to fit the parameters of the game 
regarding both technical and visual rules. They need do have the same aesthetics as the rest 
of the game but not take too much focus. It’s a thin thread to balance on to get it right with 
modular assets and still make them interesting as a single object.  
 
The artist needs to see objects for more than what they are, they need to see their shapes, 
their purpose, colors, shadows and value the list is longer than this and when seeing all these 
things and putting them together and understanding them the creatation of visual dynamic 
asset to put in the level are possible. Because it is not just about the asset itself as one item, 
it’s about the whole game coming together as a visual stimulating experience for the player. 
And it all boils down to that the games worldbuilding sets the rules for the visual style and 
giving the player a chance to be immersed into the game, to feel the presence of the game. 
Repetition can break this in some environments for the player if this is the rule of these 
environments are not to show repetition and the credibility is shattered for the world and the 
player won’t be as engulfed by the game and at some point he or she can become bothered or 
confused by repeating modular assets. 
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